Why is it important to use both optotype and grating tests at full and low contrast levels in the assessment of visual functioning in infants and children within the framework of ICF-CY?

In infants only a few clinical tests can be used for assessment of form perception: low contrast pictures of faces (Hiding Heidi test) for measurement of communication distances, detection of gratings (Teller Acuity Test, LEA GRATINGS), figure-in-motion (Pepi-test) and small objects at low and high contrast. If a child can match forms, it is possible to measure optotype acuity with single optotypes, optotypes in standard line tests and more crowded line tests printed at full and low contrast levels. If a child can define the direction of grating lines and describe whether the lines are straight or tangled in the middle, grating acuity can be measured at full and low contrast levels. Both measurements result in a contrast sensitivity curve. The curve based on optotype acuity tests differs from the curve based on grating acuity tests and from the values based on detection tests in nearly all cases of impaired or atypical vision. Since we use recognition of details and detection and discrimination of line structures in our environment, both types of tests are necessary for understanding the structure of the images used by children. Since recognition of forms is different from discrimination of line directions, grating acuity values should not be converted to optotype acuity values, which is now common when using the Teller Acuity Test.
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